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 Many thanks to Prof. Greg DurreN @ UT Aus.n for sharing his slides.  



This Lecture

‣ Feedforward neural networks + backpropaga5on 
‣Word embeddings 

‣ Neural network basics (for offline reading)

‣ Neural network history (for offline reading)

‣ Implemen>ng neural networks (for offline reading & prac>ce)



Neural Net History



History: NN “dark ages”
‣ Convnets: applied to MNIST by LeCun in 1998

‣ LSTMs: Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997)

‣ Henderson (2003): neural shiO-reduce parser, not SOTA

Offline reading, 
if interested 



2008-2013: A glimmer of light…

‣ Collobert and Weston 2011: “NLP (almost) from scratch”
‣ Feedforward neural nets induce features for 

sequen>al CRFs (“neural CRF”)

‣ 2008 version was marred by bad experiments, 
claimed SOTA but wasn’t, 2011 version >ed SOTA

‣ Socher 2011-2014: tree-structured RNNs working okay

‣ Krizhevskey et al. (2012): AlexNet for vision

Offline reading, 
if interested 



2014: Stuff starts working

‣ Sutskever et al. + Bahdanau et al.: seq2seq for neural MT (LSTMs)

‣ Kim (2014) + Kalchbrenner et al. (2014): sentence classifica>on / sen>ment 
(convnets)

‣ 2015: explosion of neural nets for everything under the sun

‣ Chen and Manning transi>on-based dependency parser (based on 
feedforward networks)

‣ What made these work? Data (not as important as you might think), 
op5miza5on (ini>aliza>on, adap>ve op>mizers), representa5on (good 
word embeddings)

Offline reading, 
if interested 



Neural Net Basics



Neural Networks

Taken from hNp://colah.github.io/posts/2014-03-NN-Manifolds-Topology/ 

Warp 
space

ShiftNonlinear 
transformation

Linear model: y = w · x+ b

y = g(w · x+ b)
y = g(Wx+ b)

Offline reading, 
if interested 

http://colah.github.io/posts/2014-03-NN-Manifolds-Topology/


Neural Networks

Taken from hgp://colah.github.io/posts/2014-03-NN-Manifolds-Topology/

Linear classifier Neural network
…possible because 
we transformed the 
space!

Offline reading, 
if interested 



Deep Neural Networks

Taken from hgp://colah.github.io/posts/2014-03-NN-Manifolds-Topology/

}

output of first layer

z = g(Vg(Wx+ b) + c)

z = g(Vy + c)

z = V(Wx+ b) + c

Check: what happens if no nonlinearity? 
More powerful than basic linear models?

Offline reading, 
if interested 



Feedforward Neural Networks, 
Backpropaga>on



Recap: Logis>c Regression as a NN

P (y = +|x) =
exp(

Pn
i=1 wixi)

1 + exp(
Pn

i=1 wixi)

Sigmoid function 

Source: https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-
step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-
logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6 

https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6
https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6
https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6
https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6


Recap: Logis>c Regression as a NN

P (y = +|x) =
exp(

Pn
i=1 wixi)

1 + exp(
Pn

i=1 wixi)

(Sigmoid 
function) 

Source: https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-
step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-
logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6 

It considers the bias term 
b by augmenting features 
with “1”

https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6
https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6
https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6
https://medium.com/@opetundeadepoju/a-step-by-step-tutorial-on-coding-neural-network-logistic-regression-model-from-scratch-5f9025bd3d6


Recap: Mul>-class Logis>c Regression

P (y|x) = exp(w>f(x, y))P
y0 exp(w>f(x, y0))

‣ Formula>on using single weight 
vector w;  scalar probability for 
class y



Recap: Mul>-class Logis>c Regression

P (y|x) = exp(w>f(x, y))P
y0 exp(w>f(x, y0))

‣ Formula>on using single weight 
vector w;  scalar probability for 
class y

P (y|x) = softmax
�
[w>f(x, y)]y2Y

� ‣ We can also compute scores 
for all possible labels at once 
(a vector y (bold) is returned)

softmax(p)i =
exp(pi)P
i0 exp(pi0)

‣ soOmax: exps and normalizes a 
given vector



Recap: Mul>-class Logis>c Regression

P (y|x) = exp(w>f(x, y))P
y0 exp(w>f(x, y0))

‣ Formula>on using single weight 
vector w;  scalar probability for 
class y

P (y|x) = softmax
�
[w>f(x, y)]y2Y

� ‣ We can also compute scores 
for all possible labels at once 
(a vector y (bold) is returned)

softmax(p)i =
exp(pi)P
i0 exp(pi0)

‣ soOmax: exps and normalizes a 
given vector

P (y|x) = softmax(Wf(x))
‣ Formula>on using single feature 

vector f(x), but weight vector per 
class; W is [num classes x num feats]



Recap: Mul.-class Logis.c Regression as a NN

P (y|x) = softmax(Wf(x))
‣ Formula>on using single feature vector 

f(x), but weight vector per class; W’s 
size is [num classes X num feats]

f(x)

W

P(y|x)

Note that when we use W*x or W*f(x), we have included the 
bias term (as in W*x +b) by augmenting features with “1” 

1

source: https://gluon.mxnet.io/
chapter02_supervised-learning/
softmax-regression-scratch.html 

https://gluon.mxnet.io/chapter02_supervised-learning/softmax-regression-scratch.html
https://gluon.mxnet.io/chapter02_supervised-learning/softmax-regression-scratch.html
https://gluon.mxnet.io/chapter02_supervised-learning/softmax-regression-scratch.html


Now, add one hidden layer

P (y|x) = softmax(Wg(V f(x)))

‣ one hidden layer g(*) addedf(x)
V W

Activation function g

P (y|x) = softmax(Wf(x))



Neural Networks for Classifica>on

V

n features

d hidden units

d x n matrix num_classes x d 
matrix

soOmaxWf
(x
)

z

nonlinearity 
(tanh, relu, …)

g P
(y

|x
)

P (y|x) = softmax(Wg(V f(x)))
num_classes 

probs

z = g(V f(x))



Training Neural Networks

‣ Maximize log likelihood of training data

‣ i*: index of the gold label

‣ ei: 1 in the ith row, zero elsewhere. Dot by this ei = select ith index

z = g(V f(x))P (y|x) = softmax(Wz)

L(x, i⇤) = Wz · ei⇤ � log
X

j

exp(Wz) · ej

L(x, i⇤) = logP (y = i⇤|x) = log (softmax(Wz) · ei⇤)



Compu>ng Gradients

‣ Gradient with respect to W will be a matrix 
of the same size 

if i = i*@

@Wij
L(x, i⇤) =

zj � P (y = i|x)zj

�P (y = i|x)zj otherwise

‣ Looks like logis.c regression with z as the features!

{

L(x, i⇤) = Wz · ei⇤ � log
X

j

exp(Wz) · ej



Neural Networks for Classifica>on

V soOmaxWf
(x
)

z
g P

(y
|x
)

P (y|x) = softmax(Wg(V f(x)))

@L
@W

‣ How to compute gradients with respect to V?



Compu>ng Gradients: Backpropaga>on
z = g(V f(x))

Ac>va>ons at 
hidden layer

‣ Gradient with respect to V: apply the chain rule

err(root) = ei⇤ � P (y|x)
dim = m dim = d

@L(x, i⇤)
@z

= err(z) = W>err(root)

L(x, i⇤) = Wz · ei⇤ � log
X

j

exp(Wz) · ej

@L(x, i⇤)
@Vij

=
@L(x, i⇤)

@z

@z

@Vij



Compu>ng Gradients: Backpropaga>on
z = g(V f(x))

Ac>va>ons at 
hidden layer

‣ Gradient with respect to V: apply the chain rule

err(root) = ei⇤ � P (y|x)
dim = m

L(x, i⇤) = Wz · ei⇤ � log
X

j

exp(Wz) · ej

[some math…]

@L(x, i⇤)
@Vij

=
@L(x, i⇤)

@z

@z

@Vij

(error signal at the final layer)



Compu>ng Gradients: Backpropaga>on
z = g(V f(x))

Ac>va>ons at 
hidden layer

‣ Gradient with respect to V: apply the chain rule

err(root) = ei⇤ � P (y|x)
dim = m dim = d

@L(x, i⇤)
@z

= err(z) = W>err(root)

L(x, i⇤) = Wz · ei⇤ � log
X

j

exp(Wz) · ej

[some math…]

@L(x, i⇤)
@Vij

=
@L(x, i⇤)

@z

@z

@Vij

Offline practice



Backpropaga>on: Picture

V soOmaxWf
(x
)

z
g P

(y
|x
)

P (y|x) = softmax(Wg(V f(x)))

@L
@W err(root)err(z)

z

‣ Can forget everything aOer z, treat 
it as the output and keep backpropaga>ng



Backpropaga>on: Takeaways

‣ Gradients of output weights W are easy to compute — looks like 
logis>c regression with hidden layer z as feature vector

‣ Can compute deriva>ve of loss with respect to z to form an “error 
signal” for backpropaga>on

‣ Easy to update parameters based on “error signal” from next layer, 
keep pushing error signal back as backpropaga>on

‣ Need to store the values from the forward computa>on



Applica>ons



Sen>ment Analysis
‣ Deep Averaging Networks: feedforward neural network on average of 

word embeddings from input

Iyyer et al. (2015)



Sen>ment Analysis

{

{
Bag-of-words

Tree RNNs / 
CNNS / LSTMS

Wang and 
Manning (2012)

Kim (2014)

Iyyer et al. (2015)



Word Representa>ons

‣ Con>nuous model <-> expects con>nuous seman>c representa>on 
from input

‣ Neural networks work very well at con>nuous data, but words are discrete



good
enjoyable

bad

dog

great

is

‣ Want a vector space where similar words have similar embeddings

the movie was great

the movie was good
~~

Word Embeddings

‣ Goal: come up with a way to 
produce these embeddings

‣ For each word, want 
“medium” dimensional vector 
(50-300 dims) represen>ng it



Word Representa>ons

‣ Con>nuous model <-> expects con>nuous seman>c representa>on 
from input

‣ “You shall know a word by the company it keeps” Firth (1957)

‣ Neural networks work very well at con>nuous data, but words are discrete

slide credit: Dan Klein



word2vec/GloVe
To know more:
(1) Word2vec: https://arxiv.org/pdf/1301.3781.pdf 
(2) GloVe: https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/glove.pdf 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1301.3781.pdf
https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/glove.pdf


Con>nuous Bag-of-Words (CBOW)
‣ Predict word from context the dog bit the man

‣ Parameters: d x |V| (one d-length context vector per word in the vocab.), 
                      |V| x d output parameters (W)

dog

the

+

size d

soOmaxMul>ply 
by W

gold label = bit, 
no manual labeling 
required!

Mikolov et al. (2013)

d-dimensional 
word embeddings

P (w|w�1, w+1) = softmax (W (c(w�1) + c(w+1)))

size |V| x d



Skip-Gram
the dog bit the man‣ Predict one word of context from word

bit

soOmaxMul>ply 
by W

gold = dog

‣ Parameters: d x |V| vectors, |V| x d output parameters (W) (also 
usable as vectors!)

‣ Another training example: bit -> the

P (w0|w) = softmax(We(w))

Mikolov et al. (2013)



Hierarchical SoOmax

‣ Matrix mul>plica>on + soOmax over |V| is very slow to compute for 
CBOW and SG

‣ Hierarchical soOmax:

P (w|w�1, w+1) = softmax (W (c(w�1) + c(w+1)))

‣ Standard soOmax: 
[|V| x d] x d log(|V|) dot products of size d,

…

…

the
a

‣ Huffman encode 
vocabulary, use binary 
classifiers to decide 
which branch to take

|V| x d parameters Mikolov et al. (2013)

P (w0|w) = softmax(We(w))

‣ log(|V|) binary decisions

Offline reading, 
if interested 



Skip-Gram with Nega>ve Sampling

‣ d x |V| vectors, d x |V| context vectors (same # of params as before)

Mikolov et al. (2013)

(bit, the) => +1
(bit, cat) => -1
(bit, a) => -1
(bit, fish) => -1

‣ Take (word, context) pairs and classify them as “real” or not. Create 
random nega>ve examples by sampling from uniform distribu>on

words in similar 
contexts select for 
similar c vectors

P (y = 1|w, c) = ew·c

ew·c + 1

‣ Objec>ve = 
sampled

logP (y = 1|w, c) + 1

k

nX

i=1

logP (y = 0|wi, c)
<latexit sha1_base64="WNhcgQmvSCUwPzR5dEpsXRMdq3w=">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</latexit>

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1301.3781.pdf 

Offline reading, 
if interested 

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1301.3781.pdf


GloVe (Global Vectors)

Pennington et al. (2014)

X

i,j

f(count(wi, cj))
�
w>

i cj + ai + bj � log count(wi, cj))
�2‣ Objec>ve = 

‣ Operates on counts matrix; weighted 
regression on the log co-occurrence matrix

‣ Constant in the dataset size (just need counts), quadra>c in vocab. size

word pair 
counts

|V|

|V|

https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/glove.pdf 

https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/glove.pdf


Using Word Embeddings
‣ Approach 1: learn embeddings as parameters from your data

‣ Approach 2: ini>alize using GloVe, keep fixed

‣ Approach 3: ini>alize using GloVe, fine-tune
‣ Faster because no need to update these parameters

‣ Works best for some tasks

‣ OOen works pregy well

download GloVe here: https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
word2vec: https://github.com/tmikolov/word2vec  

https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/
https://github.com/tmikolov/word2vec


Evalua>on



Evalua>ng Word Embeddings
‣ What proper>es of language should word embeddings capture?

good
enjoyable

bad

dog

great

is

cat

wolf

Bger

was

‣ Similarity: similar words are close to 
each other

‣ Analogy:

Paris is to France as Tokyo is to ???

good is to best as smart is to ???



Analogies

queen
king

woman
man

(king - man) + woman = queen

‣ Why would this be?

‣ woman - man captures the difference in 
the contexts that these occur in

king + (woman - man) = queen

‣ Dominant change: more “he” with man 
and “she” with woman — similar to 
difference between king and queen

‣ Can evaluate on this as well



Similarity

Levy et al. (2015)

‣ SVD = singular value decomposi>on on PMI matrix

‣ GloVe does not appear to be the best when experiments are carefully 
controlled, but it depends on hyperparameters + these dis>nc>ons don’t 
mager in prac>ce



Use Word Vectors for NLP Tasks
‣ Named En>ty Recogni>on

See more details in GloVe: https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/glove.pdf 

https://nlp.stanford.edu/pubs/glove.pdf


What can go wrong with word embeddings?
‣ What’s wrong with learning a word’s “meaning” from its usage?

‣ What data are we learning from?

‣ What are we going to learn from this data?



What do we mean by bias?
‣ Iden>fy she - he axis in 

word vector space, 
project words onto this 
axis

Bolukbasi et al. (2016)

Manzini et al. (2019)

‣ Nearest neighbor of (b - 
a + c)



Debiasing

Bolukbasi et al. (2016)

‣ Iden>fy gender subspace with gendered 
words

she

he

homemaker

woman

man

‣ Project words onto this subspace

‣ Subtract those projec>ons from 
the original word

homemaker’



Difficulty of Debiasing

Gonen and Goldberg (2019)

‣ Not that effec>ve…and the male 
and female words are s>ll 
clustered together

‣ Bias pervades the word embedding 
space and isn’t just a local property 
of a few words



Takeaways
‣ Lots to tune with neural networks

‣ Training: op>mizer, ini>alizer, regulariza>on (dropout), …

‣ Hyperparameters: dimensionality of word embeddings, layers, …

‣ Lots of pretrained embeddings work well in prac.ce, they capture some 
desirable proper>es



Implementa>on Details  
& Training Tips

You should read the following slides for HW3 later



Computa>on Graphs

‣ Compu>ng gradients is hard! Computa>on graph abstrac>on allows us to 
define a computa>on symbolically and will do this for us

‣ Automa>c differen>a>on: keep track of deriva>ves / be able to 
backpropagate through each func>on:

y = x * x (y,dy) = (x * x, 2 * x * dx)

‣ Use a library like Pytorch or Tensorflow. This class: Pytorch

https://pytorch.org/tutorials/ 

https://pytorch.org/tutorials/


Computa>on Graphs in Pytorch

P (y|x) = softmax(Wg(V f(x)))

class FFNN(nn.Module):
    def __init__(self, inp, hid, out):
        super(FFNN, self).__init__()
        self.V = nn.Linear(inp, hid)
        self.g = nn.Tanh()
        self.W = nn.Linear(hid, out)
        self.softmax = nn.Softmax(dim=0)

    def forward(self, x):
        return self.softmax(self.W(self.g(self.V(x))))

‣ Define forward pass for



Computa>on Graphs in Pytorch

P (y|x) = softmax(Wg(V f(x)))

ffnn = FFNN()

loss.backward()

probs = ffnn.forward(input)
loss = torch.neg(torch.log(probs)).dot(gold_label)

optimizer.step()

def make_update(input, gold_label):

ffnn.zero_grad() # clear gradient variables

ei*: one-hot vector  
of the label  
(e.g., [0, 1, 0])



Training a Model
Define a computa>on graph

For each epoch:

Compute loss on batch

For each batch of data:

Decode test set

Autograd to compute gradients

Take step with op>mizer



Training Tips



Batching

‣ Batching data gives speedups due to more efficient matrix opera>ons

‣ Need to make the computa>on graph process a batch at the same >me

probs = ffnn.forward(input) # [batch_size, num_classes]
loss = torch.sum(torch.neg(torch.log(probs)).dot(gold_label))

...

‣ Batch sizes from 1-100 oOen work well

def make_update(input, gold_label)

# input is [batch_size, num_feats]  
# gold_label is [batch_size, num_classes]

...



Training Basics
‣ Basic formula: compute gradients on batch, use first-order op>miza>on 

method (SGD, Adagrad, etc.)

‣ How to ini>alize? How to regularize? What op>mizer to use?

‣ This lecture: some prac>cal tricks. Take deep learning or op.miza.on 
courses to understand this further



How does ini>aliza>on affect learning?

V

n features

d hidden units

d x n matrix m x d matrix

soOmaxWf
(x
)

z

nonlinearity 
(tanh, relu, …)

g P
(y

|x
)

P (y|x) = softmax(Wg(V f(x)))

‣ How do we ini>alize V and W? What consequences does this have?

‣ Nonconvex problem, so ini>aliza>on magers!



‣ Nonlinear model…how does this affect things?

‣ If cell ac>va>ons are too large in absolute value, gradients are small

‣ ReLU: larger dynamic range (all posi>ve numbers), but can produce 
big values, can break down if everything is too nega>ve

How does ini>aliza>on affect learning?



Ini>aliza>on
1) Can’t use zeroes for parameters to produce hidden layers: all values in 
that hidden layer are always 0 and have gradients of 0, never change

‣ Can do random uniform / normal ini>aliza>on with appropriate scale

U

"
�
r

6

fan-in + fan-out
,+

r
6

fan-in + fan-out

#
‣ Glorot ini>alizer:

‣ Want variance of inputs and gradients for each layer to be the same

‣ Batch normaliza>on (Ioffe and Szegedy, 2015): periodically shiO+rescale 
each layer to have mean 0 and variance 1 over a batch (useful if net is deep)

2) Ini>alize too large and cells are saturated



Dropout
‣ Probabilis>cally zero out parts of the network during training to prevent 

overfi|ng, use whole network at test >me

Srivastava et al. (2014)

‣ Similar to benefits of 
ensembling: network 
needs to be robust to 
missing signals, so it 
has redundancy

‣ Form of stochas>c 
regulariza>on 

‣ One line in Pytorch/Tensorflow



Op>mizer
‣ Adam (Kingma and Ba, ICLR 2015): 

very widely used. Adap>ve step size 
+ momentum

‣ Wilson et al. NIPS 2017: adap>ve 
methods can actually perform 
badly at test >me (Adam is in 
pink, SGD in black)

‣ One more trick: gradient clipping 
(set a max value for your gradients)


